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Jump-Start Students lives through

Gangofhope.com

 Imagine your students having access to a string of successful, positive role models

anytime and anywhere.

 Imagine creating an open communication in the classrooms between students and

teachers to discover the many career possibilities available.

 Imagine the ability to inspire and empower students to overcome challenges, and learn

ways to financial independence through an online step-by-step life-skills training

courses.

 Imagine the ability to Jump-Start graduation & success rates with your students.

 Imagine the ability to connect with internship resources for your students and

exchanging learning ideas and programs with other schools.

 Imagine having access to online personal/professional development courses for your

teachers/administrators.

 Imagine increasing your fundraising resources.

You can through GangofHope.com

You can create all of this with just a click of a mouse!

Get ready to be part of the growing of a new global online empowering website that offers

one of the most influential tools for student achievement:

GUIDANCE & CONNECTIONS!

GANGOFHOPE.COM is a monitored Free Membership multimedia global online

program that can be part of your vocational guidance team as it connects your

students/teachers to successful, positive role models from all walks of life and life skill

training. Students become inspired as they discover all the possibilities available to them

firsthand, including ways to overcome the many challenges ahead, learn how to follow their

dreams and connect with others that will empower their journey to success.

GANGOFHOPE.COM is created by Silva Mirzoian, the bestselling author of "Jump-

Start Your Life: 7 Steps to Waking up from the Sleepwalking Mode", and producer of

"The sky's the Limit" after school programs.
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Why GANGOFHOPE.COM -

 Students are the future leaders;

 Kids often give up on their drams as they feel isolated from the world;

 Most students don't see a connection between school & their future life;

 Lack of funding, creative arts & vocational guidance does not help;

 1 in 4 C.A. high school students alone drop out/live in a poor family, can't

read or write and/or are in jail;

 60% of inner city children are raised by a single parent;

 57% overall students improve chances for graduation & career success through

mentors;

 Kids have hope, needing and asking for mentors to help them through life's

obstacles and challenges.

 Time, distance & money prevent most mentors from being in schools. This will make

them accessible anytime & anywhere;

Benefits of GANGOFHOPE.COM-

Provide your teachers and students with access to an engaging experience through our

"members only" section, where they can:

 View as many success stories as they wish;

 Connect with other students across the globe through the discussion page;

 Post questions and connect with possible internship possibilities within their

community;

 Learn life skills & entrepreneurial training first hand from mentors;

 Use it as an educational course;

 Communicate with other schools across the globe;

 Enhance access opportunities to local leaders and mentors

 Chance of being featured as the "School Making a Difference" on the Home page

of Gangofhope.com website.

 Receive 20 gangofhope.com rubber wrist bands, inspiring kids to stay focused on

their dreams;

 One live speaking presentation by Author & Life Developer Silva Mirzoian per

school when possible.

 2 online mentoring courses provided by Silva Mirzoian

 Be the first to receive invitations to online personal/professional training seminars,

events and much more...
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With GANGOFHOPE.COM's valuable membership, your teachers and students

could have direct access to people like Donald Trump and Richard Branson. They and

other successful role models will be explaining how they personally achieved success. Our

website offers interviews from varies role models in nearly every profession.

 What's it like to be successful in their career.

 How did all start?

 What did they have to do to get to where they are?

 How did they deal with the difficulties of childhood such as peer pressure, bullying,

and overcoming adversity?

 What mindset did they have while creating success & steps to jump starting their lives.

GANGOFHOPE.COM's will unlock the door to a world of possibilities, guiding

teachers and students towards discovering and opening up a new world. They will access to

new resources that will turn their dreams into reality. This will no longer be a wish list but a

result list! Your free membership will grant your teachers unlimited access through

GANGOFHOPE.COM's member's only pages is the only site of its kind that's

devoted to:

 Inspiring & empowering students to becoming future leaders

 Connecting Students and teachers together

 Enhance the potential of a student

 Connect to scholarship and internship resources

 Become part of the positive global community

 Instill the power of success within Student by connecting academic training with life

skill training through positive role modes.

These questions and much, much more are all answered through

GANGOFHOPE.COM's entertaining online interviews.

Join the hundreds of schools who are already utilizing this state of the art approach

dedicated to supporting their students' road to success.

Start now to Jump-Start your student's lives!

The sky's the limit with the Gang of Hope.

Give Kids Hope!
Gangofhope.com is brought to you through Passions & Dreams Funding, Inc, a non-profit foundation with a

mission since 1998 to "Build Lives by Building Bridges".


